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Electric Guitar Pedals Guide
How do your favorite guitarists get their sounds? Learn the setup
secrets of the masters and find your own great sound with this manual
for serious guitarists. Read about guitars, amplifiers and effects
units and how to make your own gear work its best. Each effect is
covered in depth, and a special section details the setups of the
masters, suggesting ways to recreate their sounds with basic effects
available anywhere. A special section on the physics of sound is
included. This is a must for every electric guitarist. A CD is
available demonstrating all the guitars, amps, effects and master
guitarists' setups.
The Rough Guide to Guitar is a one-stop shop for all your guitarrelated needs - whether you're buying, playing, gigging, recording or
a complete beginner. Covering everything from the basics a new player
needs to hints and tips for experienced guitarists, and even how to
successfully start a band. Written by Dave Hunter, one of the world's
leading guitar authors and contributor to Guitar Player and Vintage
Guitar magazines, The Rough Guide to Guitar covers it all, in a
language that players of all experiences and ages will understand and
enjoy. From classic rock guitar sounds through to indie, punk and
psychadelic, and from home recording methods to how to put a band
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together; The Rough Guide to Guitar is the guide for you.
Beginner's Guide to Electric Guitar is all you need to start playing
electric guitar. With an easy-to-understand and down-to-earth tone,
this book gets to the important stuff first and doesn't bog you down
with all the details. Learn all about the different types of electric
guitars, amplifiers, and effects, and learn how to play like Led
Zeppelin, The White Stripes, Black Sabbath, Pink Floyd, Green Day,
Metallica, Nirvana, Rage Against the Machine, Jimi Hendrix, AC/DC,
Alice in Chains, and more. To keep things simple, the music examples
are written in TAB only and are designed to get you playing
quickly---from riffs on a single string to power chords, pentatonic
scales, and tunes in drop-D tuning. The accompanying CD features a
full band to play along with.
Make your guitar scream like an elephant, meow like a cat, or sound
like a seagull. Imitate a sitar, a cello or a racecar. This book
includes a wide variety of special guitar tricks described in detail
with exact effects settings and photographs. Also included are
sections on the physics of sound and the functions of common effects
pedals.
Pedal Culture
The Complete Guide
Understanding the Basics
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the essential guide for all guitarists
A Complete Guide for the Player
Glossary of Guitar Terms
The Tone Fanatic's Guide to Integrating Amps and Effects

Do you know little or nothing about guitar, yet dream of playing for yourself or a
crowd of adoring fans? Beginner Guitar: The All-in-One Guide will set you on the
path to turn that dream into reality. Written in plain language, with photos,
illustrations, audio examples, and over an hour of online video instruction to guide
you, it’s like taking a beginner guitar course from the comfort of your own home, on
your schedule. Designed with you in mind Beginner Guitar will take you step-bystep through everything you need to get started playing today, from describing
different types of guitars and equipment, how to choose and care for your
instrument, as well introduce you to some of the many techniques and styles of
playing. We’ll start with the basics, and by the time you’ve finished, you’ll have a
firm foundation in guitar and a skill set that will enable you to play hundreds of
popular songs. Let your curiosity guide you Start anywhere in Beginner Guitar and
skip around to your heart’s content. Each section will guide you through everything
you’ll need to become a confident player. You choose where to place your focus and
when. We’ll provide the instruction, photos, diagrams, audio, and streaming video
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instruction to make it easy! It’s everything you need to get started For the price of a
single guitar lesson, you’ll get everything that most private instructors teach in the
first couple years of lessons: • Learn to play chords, including power chords and
progressions • Discover how much fun it can be to use tablature, read notes, and
play by ear • Learn the best ways to practice to get better faster • Try out various
playing styles—country, rock, folk, jazz, blues, and classical • Practice
fingerpicking techniques • Learn how to care for your instrument, change strings,
and tune • And much more! Experience you can trust The Missing Method for
Guitar is dedicated to creating high quality instructional materials that inspire and
empower all levels of guitar player, from absolute beginners to professional
guitarists. Author Christian J. Triola has a BA in Music (Jazz Studies), a Master’s
degree in Education, over a dozen published guitar books, and 20+ years experience
teaching hundreds of students of all ages to play guitar. It’s time Join the millions
of people who have discovered the joy of playing guitar. Download your copy and
get started today!
Covers set-up, maintenance, tuners, acoustic adjustments, nut replacement, fret
dressing, refretting, guitar electronics, finish application and repair, and useful
tools
(Guitar Educational). This in-depth look at guitar harmonics teaches the techniques
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of masters such as Lenny Breau, Eddie Van Halen, Billy Gibbons, Andres Segovia
and others! This book/CD pack covers: natural harmonics; tapped, plucked and
pinch-style artificial harmonics; chordal and melodic applications for harmonics;
and more. Includes a natural harmonic fretboard map and tuning tips. The CD
contains demos of every example in the book.
If you want to learn how to choose, maintain, and play the guitar, then check out
HowExpert Guide to Playing Guitar. Want to learn guitar? Always wanted to play
guitar but never knew where to start? This easy-to-follow guide has everything you
need to get started. HowExpert Guide to Playing Guitar is divided into ten chapters
that teach you how to play guitar step-by-step, from choosing your first guitar to
scales and reading guitar tablature. Every chapter includes plenty of pictures that
illustrate every step along the way. HowExpert Guide to Playing Guitar also
presents 101+ must-know tips for every beginner guitarist. These tips will answer
every question you could have about learning guitar, from: - Which guitar do you
start with, acoustic or electric? - How do you hold the guitar properly, sitting or
standing? - What is the right way to hold a guitar pick? - Do you need to know how
to read sheet music to play guitar? Maybe you’re just starting out and have zero
ideas on where to begin. Or maybe you’ve tried other methods that just didn’t
“click” for you. On the other hand, perhaps you don’t want to spend crazy amounts
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of money on one-on-one lessons or expensive online guitar courses. HowExpert
Guide to Playing Guitar is the perfect starting point for the first-time or juststarting guitarist. Don’t let your rockstar dreams only be dreams! Start learning
how to play guitar today! Check out HowExpert Guide to Playing Guitar to learn
how to choose, maintain, and play the guitar starting today! About the Expert:
Norm Fernandez is a freelance writer specializing in blog content, marketing,
copywriting, and video scripts. He founded Fernandez Freelance Writing, LLC. to
help as many people and businesses as he can with his writing. Norm also part-time
coaches CrossFit and Olympic Weightlifting. He has played guitar for over 15 years
in several local bands all across southwest Florida, and he continues to rock out
crowds to this day. HowExpert publishes quick ‘how to’ guides by everyday experts.
Soldering
A Guide to Pop Music's Most Provocative, Influential, and Important Creations
Guide to Sound Systems for Worship
Tipbook Electric Guitar and Bass Guitar
Composer's Guide to the Electric Guitar
Gruhn's Guide to Vintage Guitars
Guitar Effects Pedals as Cultural Artifacts
(Guitar Educational). An essential manual for getting the best sounds from electric guitars, amplifiers,
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effect pedals and digital processors! This book/CD pack features easy-to-follow instructions, with more
than 75 photos, to teach the basics of guitar tone and effects. The accompanying CD provides audio
examples. Readers will learn: anatomy of the electric guitar; controlling the electric guitar; getting a
good clean tone; overdrive, distortion and fuzz; using equalizers; compressors and limiters; noise
reduction; modulation effects; reverb and delay; octavers and harmonizers; special effects; multi-effect
processors; amp & effect modeling; getting a good tone through your PC; stylistic guitar tones; famous
effected guitarists; and much more!
Check out the sample settings for each effect and hear how they sound on the accompanying CD. Find
out how each effect works and how their parameters are adjusted. Packed with hints and tips to make
your guitar sound great. Also includes: how to use distortion, chorus, compression, wah-wah and many
other effects CD examples of each effect how to get the best out of your effects gear special delay effects
and how to use them
(Book). Whether you need a guitar amp, a sound system, a multi-effects unit for a bass guitar, or a
keyboard amplifier, Tipbook Amplifiers and Effects helps you make a good choice. Two chapters explain
general features (controls, equalizers, speakers, MIDI, etc.) and figures (watts, ohms, impedance, etc.),
and further chapters cover the specifics of guitar amps, bass amps, keyboard amps, acoustic amps, and
sound systems. Effects and effect units are dealt with in detail, and there are dedicated chapters on
microphones and pickups, and on cables and wireless systems.
Running title: The Yamaha guide to sound systems for worship.
Stompbox
Modern Guitar Rigs
System Construction Manual for Electric Guitarists and Bassists
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Harmonics for Guitar
Discovering Your Ultimate Electric Guitar Sound
Guitar Amps & Effects For Dummies
Guitar Player Repair Guide
(Book). Guitar Effects Pedals: The Practical Handbook opens up the world of effects
pedals, vintage and new alike, for the guitarist. In an easy, guitarist-friendly style, the
book explores the history of different effects pedals, what each type of effect does
and how it does it, the best ways in which to use and combine your own effects, and
how to make the most of the pedals you own. It includes exclusive author interviews
with a dozen leading pedal makers and designers, plus a cover-mounted CD with
nearly 100 recorded sound samples of effects pedals, both popular and obscure. This
updated edition includes the addition of profiles of more than 20 other contemporary
makers, 50 percent more manufacturer interviews, and revisions to the original text.
This is the only book on the market that includes all of these important elements in
the examination of effects pedals a comprehensive history of the art; profiles on both
vintage and contemporary (including "boutique") units; and expert advice on all
aspects of using these tools. For any serious player interested in honing the perfect
tone the right way, this is the go-to reference.
Covers various soldering methods and techniques as well as the latest on solder
alloys, solder films, surface preparation, fluxes and cleaning methods, heating
methods, inspection techniques, and quality control and reliability. Geared to
scientists, material engineers, designers, manufacturing engineers, and technologists
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who need immediate practical guidance rather than theoretical instruction.
The Composer's Guide to the Electric Guitar is an essential book for composers,
arrangers, and electric guitarists. It is the only book on the market that provides indepth coverage on how to compose for all aspects of the electric guitar. the book
provides notation for all standard plectrum performance practices, harmonics, and
extended techniques. It compares the key components that distinguish common types
of electric guitars. There is also significant information about sound processors and
how they affect the guitar's tone and timbre. the book comes with a compact disc that
provides audio corresponding to the music examples. This is a valuable book for
composers of any musical genre. It also makes a great reference book for electric
guitarists who wish to have the complete profile of their instrument.
Electric Guitar Gear - Understand Electric Guitar Gear Learn How To Master Your
Tone On Guitar Have you ever struggled with understanding all the electric guitar
gear that exists today? This book will help you to master the tone of your
instrument! Download it now for only $2.99! It can be very daunting for any guitarist
entering the electric guitar world for the first time to really know how the tone
works, and how the sound of their instrument can be manipulated by using all the
different gear that exists. Rather than wasting money and spending years of research
trying to comprehend how all this works, with the help of this great guide you will in
short-time learn: The most important things about guitar amps - what they do, what
are the different types, how they work, what they're good for, what are their pro's
and con's; so that from this point on you will understand guitar amplifiers and be able
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to choose the best one for your playing needs. You will learn what are the different
amp settings for controlling your tone, what do they do and how they're used; this
will allow you to dial in your tone by learning how to use amp's tone control settings.
You will finally understand everything about external effects and how can they be
achieved by using equipment such as guitar pedals or stomp boxes. You will know
how different effects shape your tone thus allowing you to make your sound more
expressive and unique. You will learn how to control the sound on the guitar itself by
using different pickup positions and volume and tone controls. And much more...
Download this book today for only $2.99!
The Boss Book
HowExpert Guide to Playing Guitar
How to Modify Guitar Pedals
Gear, Technique, and Tons of Riffs
Tone Manual
The Practical Handbook
Guitar Pedals

This book and CD package features-easy-to-follow instructions for playing the electric
guitar, with many photogrpahs, to teach the basics of guitar tone and effects. The CD
provides audio examples.
Electric Guitar GearA Complete Beginner's Guide to Understanding Guitar Effects and
the Gear Used for Electric Guitar Playing & How to Master Your Tone on
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GuitarCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
This four-volume work provides provocative critical analyses of 160 of the best popular
music albums of the past 50 years, from the well-known and mainstream to the quirky
and offbeat.
From Vintage Guitar magazine, the country's largest publication on classic guitars and
amps, comes the authoritative and completely updated The Official Vintage Guitar Price
Guide, 2002. Nearly 600 photos illustrate this guide to market values for 420 different
brands of vintage to recent-model acoustic and electric guitars, amps, basses, effects
pedals, mandolins, lap steels, ukuleles and steel guitars. The VG Price Guide 2002
offers detailed model listings and brand histories, and is fully indexed for ease of use.
This 2002 edition adds significant amounts of values and histories over previous
editions and includes an informative introduction explaining the economic "hows and
whys" of the guitar market.
A Complete Beginner's Guide to Understanding Guitar Effects and the Gear Used for
Electric Guitar Playing & How to Master Your Tone on Guitar
Guitar Effects Pedals
100 Pedals of the World's Greatest Guitarists
The Ultimate Guitar Tone Handbook
Beginner Guitar: The All-in-One Guide (Book & Streaming Video Course)
The Album: A Guide to Pop Music's Most Provocative, Influential, and Important
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Creations [4 volumes]
Guitar Tone

This is a comprehensive book on vintage guitar effects with
illustrations and color plates.
General Reference
An illustrated guide for contemporary guitarists looking to build prolevel rigs includes coverage of topics ranging from rack gear and amp
setups to signal splitting and recording tools. Original.
The original version of this guide has sold over 30,000 copies. This new
edition has been expanded by 25% and promises to become an
invaluable resource. For collectors, dealers and players, this
completely updated "field guide" provides specifications, serial
numbers, and more for determining the originality of vintage American
acoustic and electric fretted instruments. Detailing thousands of
models by every major manufacturer, the book now includes expanded
coverage of Martin, Guild, Mosrite, Dobro, Gibson banjos, Fender amps,
Gibson amps, plus updates on the latest models from Fender, Gibson,
Rickenbacker, and others since 1990.
An Identification Guide for American Fretted Instruments
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The Beginner's Guide to Electric Guitar
A Comprehensive Guide to Guitars, Amps, and Effects for the
Dedicated Guitarist
Pursuing the Ultimate Guitar Sound
A Definitive Guide to Creating and Recording Great Guitar Sounds
Zen Guitar
The Ultimate Guide to the World's Most Popular Compact Effects for
Guitar
Nail Your Killer Tone With This Complete Guide to Guitar Effects
Pedals
Learn the secrets to achieving your ultimate sound Whether amateur or
pro, guitarists live for the ultimate sound. Guitar Amps & Effects
For Dummies provides the information and instruction you need to
discover that sound and make it your own! Written in the
characteristically easy-to-read Dummies style, this book is ideal for
beginners and experienced musicians alike, and can help all players
expand their skill set with effects. Guitarists tend to be gearheads
when it comes to sound, and this book provides guidance on topics
ranging from the guitar itself to amps, pedals, and other sound
technology. Amps and effects are the unsung heroes of guitar music.
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While most people recognize the more psychedelic effects, many don't
realize that effects are often responsible for the unique quality of
tone that can become a musician's trademark. Certain effects work on
the volume or signal level, others work on the environment, and still
others work on the bass and treble content. Guitar Amps & Effects For
Dummies covers them all, and shows how effects can not only add
something extra, but also "fix" problematic areas. Topics include:
Gain-based effects, like distortion, compression, volume pedals, and
gates Tone-based effects, including graphic and parametric EQ, and
the wah-wah pedal Modulation effects, like the flanger, phase
shifter, and tremolo Ambience effects, including reverb and delay The
journey to incredible guitar music never ends. No matter how
experienced you are with a guitar, there is always room for
improvement to your tone and sound. Whether you're looking for the
sound of angels or thunder, Guitar Amps & Effects For Dummies will
help you achieve the music you hear in your dreams.
The Serious Guitarist: Essential Book of Gear is an invaluable source
for everything you need to know about guitar equipment. With tons of
photographs and illustrations, real-world explanations on how to
achieve signature tones in a variety of genres, helpful tips on gear
maintenance, and an in-depth overview of the landmark innovations in
guitars and guitar-related technology from the 1930s to the present,
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this comprehensive book provides all the tools you need to gain a
rich understanding of the evolution of electric guitar gear. Apply
this knowledge to your own rig to unlock a signature sound that will
set you apart from the crowd. The included companion CD features
demonstrations of the equipment and setups covered in the book.
GUITAR TONE: PURSUING THE ULTIMATE GUITAR SOUND is the ultimate
resource for guitarists searching for not just the "best" tone, but
those searching for their own distinctive, individual tone. First it
covers the instruments and components that create tone. It then
examines the sounds and tonal approaches used in different styles of
music. The last section includes interviews with today's hottest
guitarists to learn the secret to their idiosyncratic tones and
includes gear lists and suggestions for re-creating specific tones.
Guitar Shop Series: Tricks and Special Effects
The Player's Guide to Unusual Sounds and Techniques
Tipbook Amplifiers and Effects
The Official Vintage Guitar Magazine Price Guide
Introduction to Guitar Tone & Effects
Crash course on guitar effects

Unleash the song of your soul with Zen Guitar, a contemplative handbook
that draws on ancient Eastern wisdom and applies it to music and
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performance. Each of us carries a song inside us, the song that makes us
human. Zen Guitar provides the key to unlocking this song—a series of life
lessons presented through the metaphor of music. Philip Sudo offers his own
experiences with music to enable us to rediscover the harmony in each of
our lives and open ourselves to Zen awareness uniquely suited to the
Western Mind. Through fifty-eight lessons that provide focus and a guide,
the reader is led through to Zen awareness. This harmony is further
illuminated through quotes from sources ranging from Eric Clapton and Jimi
Hendrix to Miles Davis. From those who have never strummed a guitar to the
more experienced, Zen Guitar shows how the path of music offers fulfillment
in all aspects of life—a winning idea and an instant classic.
This is the most authoritative and comprehensive reference work on the full
range of guitar designs and playing styles ever produced. An info-packed
and intricately detailed, illustrated glossary that helps you 'talk guitar' with
authority. Taking you all the way from deciding which instrument is best for
you and your music to learning the essential techniques in ten of the most
popular guitar styles and maximizing the potential of your guitar, effects,
and amplifier, this book is a one-stop, fast track to fluency in all aspects of
the most influential icon in the history of popular music. In this book, the
world's leading specialists tell you what ingredients go into a vast range of
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guitars and amplifiers to make them sound the way that they do; coach you
on making the most of your instruments, effects, and amps; tutor you in the
essential playing skills of genres from Rock to Jazz to classical-and
everything in between. Contributors include Dave Hunter, Tony Bacon,
Robert Benedetto, Dave Burrluck, Walter Carter, Dough Chandler, Paul Day,
James Stevenson, Kari Bannerman, David Braid, Carl Filipiak, Nestor Garcia,
Martin Goulding, Lee Hodgson, Max Milligan, and Rikky Rooksby.
Tone: it's the concept that gear-obsessed guitarists discuss more than any
other, and the Tone Manual is the first book to take this hallowed concept
seriously. In the course of breaking down the individual components of the
electric guitar rig, the book both examines the ingredients in any given piece
of equipment that contribute to superior or inferior sound, and offers tips on
improving and making the most of the gear you've already got - all with
reference to interviews with name artists and manufacturers. In addition, the
Tone Manual discusses the evolution of the guitarist's concept of "good
tone." It provides an extensive guide to recorded examples of playing
generally considered "tonally superior," citing examples from the early days
of electric jazz, blues, country, and rock and roll; from the classic rock, blues
rock, and heavy rock heyday of the late 1960s and early '70s; and from
myriad contemporary artists. Throughout the Tone Manual, a series of more
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than 30 Tone Tips will offer quick, digestible, practical info bites to help
readers improve their sound and better understand their equipment. The
Tone Manual also includes helpful diagrams and a cover-mounted CD.
Uses market research and analysis to provide values for vintage or
collectible instruments, including information on more than eighteen
hundred brands accompanied by eleven hundred photographs.
The Serious Guitarist: Essential Book of Gear
Guitar Shop Series Getting Your Sound
Analog Man's Guide to Vintage Effects
An Essential Manual for Getting the Best Sounds from Electric Guitars,
Amplifiers, Effect Pedals, and Digital Processors
The Rough Guide to Guitar
The Official Vintage Guitar Price Guide 2002
How to Set Up, Maintain, and Repair Electrics and Acoustics
Glossary of Guitar Terms is an informative addition to any musician's library. Included are a rundown of
the parts of the instrument, a variety of helpfuldiagrams, and some of the most important terms and
concepts for guitarists to befamiliar with. Glossary of Guitar Terms is an excellent reference tool for players
of all levels
For all guitarists, the quest to finding the guitar tone you hear in your head and then recording it is a neverending journey. The Ultimate Guitar Tone Handbook is your definitive guide to discovering that great,
elusive guitar sound and making sure it's recorded well. This book features a series of interviews with expert
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players, guitar technicians, recording engineers, record producers, and gear manufacturers to give you an
inside look into the business of guitar tone. The included DVD provides both audio and visual reference
points to help you achieve the classic sounds you hear on records. "The Ultimate Guitar Tone Handbook
offers quality information that will serve as a solid base for development of any guitar player or guitar
recording artist's imagination." - Mateus Tebaldi, MusicGearReview.com
(Book). This owner's guide for electric guitarists and bassists features numerous tips on auditioning and
buying a (bass) guitar, choosing new strings, maintenance and tuning, and other aspects that are unique to
an electric guitar. This book also includes chapters on the history and the production of these instruments, as
well as an index, a glossary, and the unique Interactive Tipcodes that allow you to hear online audio
examples.
This book, which is a temporary re-release of a DIY basic electronics classic, will teach you exactly how to
modify and custom tailor each of your effects pedals to your needs and tastes. No experience needed. Note
that since this is a limited release of the last version of the book, some of the links inside may be dead.
However, the book is being made available temporarily due to customer demand. Includes: * Complete
details on how to modify over 80 different effect pedals * Basic Definitions and Concepts of effect pedals,
their circuitry, and mods * -Walk-throughs- of various circuits - what all those parts do, and what you can
change it to * Detailed close-up pictures of the pedal's circuit boards showing where the parts are located *
Where to get parts and what kind to get * All About Components, the different types, and what they do in
guitar pedals * How to read and understand schematics * Installing Pots and Switches to control mods *
Installing a Pot in place of a Resistor (add your own bass/ mids/ treble controls!) * True Bypass Box
Diagram * Most pedals have several different modifications that can be performed
101+ Tips to Choosing, Maintaining, and Learning How to Play the Guitar for Beginners
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The Bonehead's Guide to Amps
Mastering Guitar Effects
Electric Guitar Gear
Guitar
Electric Guitars, Acoustic Guitars, Amplifiers, Basses, Effects, Lapsteels, Steels, Ukuleles, Madolins
Electronic Projects for Musicians

Shows how to build a preamp, ring modulator, phase shifter, and other electronic
musical devices and provides a basic introduction to working with electronic
components
Pedal Culture is a themed exploration of guitar effects pedals as cultural artifacts,
derived from a 2017 design exhibition at San Francisco State University curated by the
author. An anthropological quest, understanding how effects stompboxes allow for
quasi-supernatural power transference from on high to guitarists is just one of the many
themes Ronald Light explores. Exhibits showcase symbolic associations in the
branding of sonic effects with cultural touchstones from popular arts and culture:
material manifestations of noir literature, retro-futuristic cinema, and Japanese anime;
graphic metaphors for female pudenda; explicit reference to murder and mayhem; and
all too obvious associations to guacamole and chips. The curatorial tone of Pedal
Culture employs an irreverent sensibility expressed in a whimsical and ironic attitude
toward its subject. In the expansive (and expensive) world of guitar gear, this richly
photographed volume fuses form, content, and aesthetics. This is Pedal Culture!
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A deluxe photographic celebration of the unsung hero of guitar music—the effects
pedal—featuring interviews with 100 musicians including Peter Frampton, Joe Perry,
Jack White, and Courtney Barnett. Ever since the Sixties, fuzz boxes, wah-wahs, phase
shifters, and a vast range of guitar effects pedals have shaped the sound of music as
we know it. Stompbox: 100 Pedals of the World’s Greatest Guitarists is a photographic
showcase of the actual effects pedals owned and used by Jimi Hendrix, Stevie Ray
Vaughan, Frank Zappa, Alex Lifeson, Andy Summers, Eric Johnson, Adrian Belew, Joe
Satriani, Steve Vai, Ed O’Brien, J Mascis, Lita Ford, Joe Perry, Thurston Moore, Lee
Ranaldo, Vernon Reid, Kaki King, Nels Cline and 82 other iconic and celebrated
guitarists. These exquisitely textured fine-art photographs are matched with fresh,
insightful commentary and colorfulroad stories from the artists themselves, who
describe how these fascinating and often devilish devices shaped their sounds and
songs.
Book Why have guitarists bought over seven million Boss compact effects? Read this
book and you'll understand! The Boss Book includes: the story in complete detail of
every Boss compact effect ever made; super color photos, design history, trivia, tricks
and secrets; candid interviews with the Boss founder and design engineers; essays on
musical trends and famous players; and much more. As a bonus, the accompanying
CD features 72 guitar sounds with control settings and detailed equipment set-ups so
you can take your guitar playing to another dimension! "I've used Boss pedals since
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their inception ... For me, Boss has always stood for simplicity, reliability and great
sounding, very high-quality effects." Jeff "Skunk" Baxter (Doobie Bros., Steely Dan)
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